A nsthod of computing the fraction of matches between two nuoleic add aequenoes at all possible alignments is described. It makes use of the Fast Fourier Transform.
The overall number of matches at a shift of Ic is given by
Note that the convention we have adopted for missing information implies that when an unknown base lies opposite a known one, we count one-fourth of a natch. There are a number of inefficiencies Involved. All the arithmetic uses real numbers rather than integers, and these computations are slower and the numbers take up as ouch as twioe the memory space as integers. We must compute and store nine complex sequences, so that the minimum storage requirement ia I8n real numbers. However, the intrinsic advantage of the algorithm is that the nuaber of operations grows as n In n, and it must ultimately be faster than an algorithm which requrles of the order of n operations, provided that we take a large enough n. The present method may be of soma value In exploring sequences and looking for alignments which have a significant amount of matohing or complementarity. If there has been only one deletion, we would expect to find two naarby alignments, both of which show significant matching or significant complementarity. As more and more deletions separate two sequences, the ability to use this technique for exploratory purposes would degrade rapidly.
The foundation of our method is the relation between convolutions and
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